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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to just tee up the ingestion rate subject and while doing so, keeping a few questions in mind. What inputs to use for PRAContinuation of the discussion on how to extrapolate short term to long term



Exposure Factors Handbook
Recommended Ingestion Rates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will talk about some of the individual studies in more detail, but this is a summary table of ingestion rate values recommended by the EPA. In deriving these values, the EPA reviewed several (greater than 40) studies, but only a few were actually used to come up with these numbers. The issue is that these studies inherently have a lot of errors and make a lot of assumptions. Nonetheless, these are the numbers we are using to assess risks to children from soil and dust exposure. For children, from 1 to 21, the central tendency is 100 mg of soil per day…with high end ingestors at about 200 mg of soil per day. 



Study Methodologies

1. Tracer element-based, mass balance
2. Biokinetic modeling – lead (Pb) study

– Integrated Exposure Uptake Biokinetic Model (IEUBK) 

3. Activity pattern 
– EPA’s probabilistic Stochastic Human Exposure Dose 

Simulation (SHEDS) model
– Macroactivity model (Ozkaynak et al.)

4. Survey response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three main methodologies used to estimate ingestion rates of children and adults. I have essentially taken what is in the EFH and broken the studies down into the different types. Tracer element studies, or may also be referred to as diaper studies, are used to determine how much soil kids eat by measuring the concentration of the tracer elements in the soil and dust and food the kids eat, and subtract that from the amount of tracer elements found in their feces and urine.  In later studies the concentration of the tracers are compared to Biokinetic modeling, which makes assumptions about soil and dust ingestion. The model results are compared to empirically determined numbers from earlier studies. This comparison serves to confirm, to some extent, the assumptions made about the modeling. The third methodology combines information  from hand to mouth and object to mouth behaviors with data from where the kids spend their time playing. Behavioral data comes from survey and video



Tracer Element Studies

• Six key studies conducted  
• Multiple tracer elements (e.g., Al, Si, Ti, Y, Zr, Ba, 

Mn, V)
– Variability depending on the tracer(s) 

• Mass balance approach
• Children aged ~ 6 months to 13 years of age
• Many underlying assumptions/issues

– Metabolism, absorption, recovery timing, ingestion 
from other sources, short study duration, biased 
population

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tracer element studies attempt to quantify amounts of soil ingested by analyzing soil and dust samples for the presence of tracer elements in children’s play areas, feces, urine, and food.Although called mass balance, this approach does not attempt to quantify elements in sweat, tears, or other glandular secretions. Nor does it account for inhalation or dermal exposure. Therefore, these are not complete mass balance studies. Early studies did not always account for non-soil contributions of these elements. So these early studies were reanalyzed. Most of the studies on the second page of tables are early studies that were reanalyzed after correcting for some of these issues.



Ingestion Rate - Implementation
How do we extrapolate from a short-term study to 
estimate long-term ingestions rate?

• Many studies only follow subjects for 1 to 2 weeks
• Stanek and Calabrese caution that this can 

overestimate long-term rates.

The more “resampling” the more the 
ingestion rate is clustered about the 
mean.

Yearly Average Soil Ingestion

Number of Resamples



Calabrese and Stanek, 1995 (reanalysis of four 
earlier studies): Best Tracer Method

US EPA 2011,  Exposure Factors Handbook
Source: 

• Non-soil sources of tracer elements
• BTM uses Food/Soil (F/S) tracer concentration ratios to correct for errors caused by 

misalignment of tracer input and outputs and ingestion of non-food/non-soil sources
• F/S ratio is the tracer concentration present in duplicate food and soil tracer 

concentration where children (or adults) spend their time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial estimates of soil ingestion rates were based on data from individual trace elements. However, IR from individual tracers differed substantially, their subsequent work focused on how to identify more reliable estimates. They came up with Food/Soil ratios as a way to identify reliable tracers. 



Ozkaynak et al. 2011 (SHEDS model)

Ozkaynak et al., 2011, Modeled Estimates of Soil and Dust Ingestion Rates for Children
Source: Modified from



Letter from Dr. Calabrese to US EPA (Region 1) providing his recommendations for an update 
of ingestion rates for children.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GE requested the opinion of Dr. Calabrese. This letter was provided by calabrese to EPA in support of remedial actvities at one of their sites…



Most recent study- Wilson et al., 2013 

Wilson et al., 2013, Revisiting Dust and Soil Ingestion Rates Based on Hand-to-Mouth Transfer

Table 5. Calculated arithmetic  mean soil ingestion rates

Age (year) Arithmetic (mean) ± SD (p95)
1 to 5 20 ± 26 (64)

5 to 11 23 ± 32 (75)
11 to 18 1.5 ± 2.6 (5.3)

Notes:
1. SD : standard deviation
2. p95 : 95th percentile 

Source: Modified from

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity pattern study. Because tracer element studies carrry considerable study errors, insensitivities, and artifacts, they can result in significant uncertainty. Soil and dust ingestion rates were calcuated using measurres of particle loading to indoor surfaces, how much is transferred to hands, the hand surface area is considered, the amount of hand that may be put in the mouth or touch food, and the frequency by which the kid puts the hand in the mouth, the amount dissolved by saliva, and the exposure time. 



Ingestion Rate Alternatives
Children
Stanek et al. (2001) Soil Ingestion Distributions for Monte Carlo Risk Assessment in 
Children

BLUP – Best linear unbiased predictor
Child (mg/d): mean=31; median = 24; 95% = 91 



What ingestion rate/distribution do we 
use?

How to extrapolate long-term 
exposure?



Deterministic Method SCTLs

For each input a single value is selected such that the resulting 
risk estimate is the highest that is reasonably expected to occur 

(Reasonably Maximum Exposure – RME).
In deterministic risk assessment the resulting output risk is a single value typically 

corresponding to a upper bound risk estimate.  

Duration] [Exposure x Freq] [Exposure x [Toxicity] x Ingestion] [Soil
][Constants x  Weight][Body x Risk] [TargetSCTL =

[350 days/yr] [30 yrs][120 mg/day]

[51.9 kg]

2,3,7,8 TCDD – Residential SCTL = 0.000007 mg/kg soil
7 ng/kg (ppt)

[1 x 10-6]

[EPA#]



Probabilistic Risk Assessment
Rather than single value corresponding to conservative

assumptions on exposure conditions - input assumptions
are represented by a distribution of possible values.  

   
   

   
   

x = Distribution of Risks

Monte Carlo Methods:
mathematically difficult or sometimes impossible

to generate closed form analytical solutions

Note that 95%tile x 95%tile ≠ 95%tile

distribution distribution



Body Weight

Soil Ingestion Rate

Exposure Duration

 

.000

.012
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.036

.048

     

 

30

100

76.1

Distribution of SCTLs

Duration] [Exposure x Freq] [Exposure x [Toxicity] x Ingestion] [Soil
][Constants x  Weight][Body x Risk] [TargetSCTL =

10%

Probabilistic Risk Assessment



But assume B and C are ranges (simulates distributions)

B x C = A
[Assume B = 2 and C = 3] 

Back Calculation – Not Ideal for PRA

=   (1.5 to 4)

2 x 3 = 6

Assume B = (2 to 3) and C = (3 to 4) 

(2 to 3) x (3 to 4) = (6 to 12)

Rearrange and solve for B given A and C (above)…. Expect B = (2 to 3)

(6 to 12) / (3 to 4) = (6/4 to 12/3)

B x C = A

A / C = B

can work around this by 
iterative forward calculations

6 / 3 = 2
A / C = B

2 to 3

Deterministic is easy…



Soil and Dust Ingestion: Children 
Central Tendency

• Hogan et al. 1998, Integrated Exposure Uptake 
Biokinetic (IEUBK) Model for Lead in Children: 
Empirical Comparisons with Epidemiologic Data. 
– Used to derive recommended values for infant 

ingestion (< 12 months).
– Used to derive recommended values for children 

ingestion (1 to 21 years).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IEUBK model is a biokinetic model for predicting children’s blood lead level. It uses measurements of lead content in house dust, soil, drinking water, food, and air, and child specific estimates of intake for each exposure medium. The default soil and dust ingestion rates were testing by comparing model predictions for blood lead levels with measured blood lead levels. 



• Ozkaynak et al., 2011, Modeled Estimates of 
Soil and Dust Ingestion Rates for Children and 
Calabrese and Stanek, 1995, Resolving 
Intertracer Inconsistencies in Soil Ingestion 
Estimation
– Used to derive recommended values for infant 

ingestion (< 12 months).
– Used to derive recommended values for children 

ingestion (1 to 21 years).

Soil and Dust Ingestion: Children 
High End



Soil and Dust Ingestion: Adults

• Davis and Mirick 2006, Soil ingestion in 
children and adults in the same family study
– recommended central tendency value for soil + 

dust (note: there aren’t any studies on adult 
ingestion of dust. Value was derived assuming 
45% soil and 55% dust contribution)
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